Deadbolt
Pick & bump proof your lock
ck
Every break-in leaves a mark
Imagine the nightmare of waking up and ﬁnding a stranger
in your home. When a burglar enters a house or apartment
without a sound, leaving no marks of entry, it’s called
a silent break-in.
A silent break-in leaves no marks on the door. But it
always leaves a mark on the residents.
At home, we all want to feel secure. Especially at
night. Your dreams and your locks are now secured with
a unique and patented Oviku Deadbolt.

The best protection for your locks
A mechanical cylinderical lock is always a security risk and
silent break-ins exploit its weaknesses. Locks evolve, but so
do the arts of picking and bumping. And even the most
sophisticated locks are useless when confronted with stolen or copied key. The age of 3D printers has also made
the key-copying alarmingly easy.
Oviku Deadbolt is the ﬁrst and the only solution that
protects your existing, already installed locks against lock
picking, bumping and stolen or copied keys.

3 locking stages
Open - the door is not locked and can be
opened from the outside without a key

Locked - the door is locked, but can be

Safe with us
Oviku Deadbolt is installed on the interior side of your
door. Only the interior part of your lock is changed.
The exterior part of your lock remains the same and your
keys work as before.
With the Secured locking stage selected on Oviku
Deadbolt, your outdoor lock is deactivated and it cannot
be unlocked from the outside even with the right key.

opened from the outside with a key

Secured -The pick and bump proof protection
is activated, denying access from the outside
even with a proper key.

Safe exit
In an emergency, for example in case of a ﬁre, numerous locks and chains can take precious time to unlock.
Oviku Deadbolt unlocks the door quickly and easily without a separate key. Oviku Deadbolt is not too high to reach
quickly and the locking knob and the opening switch
are light to operate. This enables easy and safe use by the
children and the elderly as well.
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Easy retroﬁt installation
The retrofitting Oviku Deadbolt can be installed on
most common locks and it’s easy to do by yourself. Just
ﬁve minutes with a screwdriver and your lock and your
dreams are secured with style, quality and Finnish design.

Feel secure. Feel Oviku.
Contact us: Oviku Oy
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